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SYNOPSIS On the basis of theoretical and experimental investigations» new phenomena of the 
positive and negative shear in anisotropic soils are described. Further, the stress-strain 
relations of a sand at the shear-box test with the constant volume of samples and the mobi
lization of the shear strength are investigated and compared with the results of standard 
tests. Finally» the relationship between the unconfined compressive strength and the number 
of blows by the standard penetration test in soft CL deposit is presented.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SHEAR

The results of theoretical and experimental 
investigations of the mechanical behaviour 
of anisotropic and non-homogeneous soils ha
ve led Zdenek Sobotka to the conclusion that 
there are two different kinds of shear which 
correspond in some manner to two opposite 
kinds of normal stresses» i.e. to the com
pression and tension. He has called them the 
positive and negative shear. The positive 
shear accompanied usually by an increase in 
volume is characterized by higher moduli of 
elasticity, yield stresses and strength than 
the negative shear which causes a decrease 
in volume. These volume changes» which are 
of the first order, prevail usually over the 
dilatancy which is a second-order effect.

The relation between the strain tensor Cy 
and the stress tensor Ofy in the elastic ran
ge of deformations of anisotropic media is 
defined by

Ci d = Ai j k l  a k l + Ci j k l mn i r k l <r n m’ ( 1)

where fourth-rank tensor of

moduli of anisotropy and is ^ 0

tensor of dilatancy of the sixth rank.

The volumetric deformation is expressed by 

Cv = Ck k =Ai j k l  f f ’ l cl + c 13kl j nn ^ i j  ° kl

(2)

In the case of symmetric shear stresses,i#e. 
for i, ¿7̂ 1= » the volumetric de
formation due to the effect of shear stress
es is given by

Cv =2̂ A1112+A2212+A3312  ̂(J12+2 ̂A1113+A2213+ 

+A3313)i ri 3+2(‘A1123+A2223+A'3323̂ ^23 +

+4 (C111212+C221212+C331212 <̂ 2+4 (C111313+ 

+C221313+c331313 ̂ °i3+4(C112323+C222323+

+0332323^°"23+8(C111213+C221213+C331213^ '

*°12 <713+8(C111223+C221223+C331223) ^12 023+

+8(C111323+C221323+C331323)ir13 ̂ 23 • (3)

The author has further defined the second- 
-order volumetric deformation due to the 
combined action of normal and shear stresses 
by the following relation

¿(SNK  4 Jo^ [ (Ci1iii2+C221112+C331il2)'

‘ Cri2+(C111113+C221113+C331113) i713+

+ iC111123+0221123+C331123^Cr23] + °22 ‘

■[(C112212+C222212+C332212^£ri2+(C112213+

+C222213+C332213^ ffi3+(C112223+C222223+

+c332223^ ̂ 23] + °33 [(C113312+C223312+

+C333312 ̂ Cri2+/C113313+C223313+C333313 ̂ '

' 0'13+ (CH3323+C223323+C333323) ̂ 23]} ’ ^

assuming that Cijkljnn - 01Jmnkl.

The author introduces the transformed mate- 
rial-stress tensor

^  ij -aijkl ̂ kl” '̂ 'ijakkmn ̂ mn *
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wnere Qi-jkl ls xne ainiensioniess iourin- 
-rank tensor of anisotropy and is the
symmetrical material tensor expressing va
rious degrees of compressibility. Its compo
nents have four different values, namely
■ i l l = * 22 = * 33  = X< X  12=* 2 1> * 23= * 32  and 
*13= *31'

The strain-rate tensor during the plastic 
flow may be considered as an isotropic ten- 
sorial function of the transformed material- 
-stress tensor:

(6)

Expanding this function according to rules 
of the tensorial algebra» we find

¿±d = %  sii+ y 1u ii+Y2 u iK cj*.i . (7)

where are scalar functions of invariants.

Multiplying Eq.(7) byCJ..» we obtain the 
joint invariant J

+ CJA. j • (8)

For yield criteria» the author has adopted 
the hypothesis of constant invariant quo
tients at the yield point, which is express
ed by

Vo

V 2H,= - —  7-- .
2

Hn
¥i

(9)

From Eqs.(8) and (9)» we obtain

Ho u ij ̂  ij+Hi ^ij+H2 u i j  H u  a A j = 1 •

(10)

The constants may be expressed in terms 
of yield stresses in particular simple ca
ses of stressing. For the first-order plast
ic flow at the two-dimensional state, we ha
ve the following yield criterion in terms of 
stress components in cartesian coordinates:

£

°Cy °iy crrT cr,ip.JCx u Tx °Cy  ̂ Ty

°Cv- °Tv

x °Tx °CCxy °Cy °Ty °CCx y / x y

1 . 1 °Cx~ ^Tx

°Cx ̂ Tx ^Pxy^Nxy °Cx &Tx °CEjcxy

yExv~ ̂ Exv

^Exy^Nxy ̂ CPxxy/ x xy V °Cy ̂ Ty

^Cv - °Tv

^Pxy^Nxy °Cy ̂ Ty ̂ Cltyxy

V - T \  T c 
LPxv Nx.v _ _ V  y ■ . ___

^Pxy ̂ Nxy ̂ CPyxy / y xy Pxy ̂  Nxy 

°Cx~ °Tx °Cv~ °Tv

°Cy ̂ Ty

^Pxv" ̂ KXV -rj, ,

^Pxy^Nxy xy
(1 1 )

where Ĉx» ^Cy al‘© yield- stresses in simple 
compression, T̂x* ^Ty are those in simple 
tension, ^ccyv yield stress in the
uniform biaxial compression» ^pxy io that 
in the simple positive shear, T ĵ xy that 
in the simple negative shear, ^cpxxy -̂3 ^e 
yield stress in combined compression and po
sitive shear with the same value of both the 
stresses.

In contradistinction of yield criteria done 
hitherto, the criterion (11) contains a term 
with a linear dependence on the shear stress. 
Thus, it depends on the sign of shear.

In order to verify the theoretical conside
rations concerning the positive and negative 
shear effects during the elastic and inelas
tic shear deformation, a series of consoli
dated drained tests of samples consisting of 
inclined layers of the clay and of the fine 
to medium sand has been performed. The sam
ples have been tested in the shear-box appa
ratus. From the measurements, the author has 
obtained the stress-strain curves for both 
the kinds of shear as well as the curves re
presenting the variation of the height of 
samples» which corresponds to positive and 
negative volume changes.

The stress-strain curves and the curves re
presenting the changes of the height, which 
are shown in Fig©l, have been obtained from 
the tests of samples "No.7 and 8 which have 
been consolidated at the normal stress O'- 
2.12 kg/cm2 and then tested in shear under 
the normal stress 1.12 kg/cm2. From Fig*l, 
we may see that the resistance of consoli
dated soils to the positive shear is great
er than that to the negative shear. The po
sitive shear stress-strain curve has a peak» 
corresponding to the peak resistance, fol
lowed by a decrease of stress corresponding 
to the residual strength. The negative shear 
stress-strain curves in their majority have 
not exhibited any peaks. The samples No*7 
and 8 exhibited a positive dilatancy. There
fore the height changes at the positive 
shear being sums of first-order effects of 
the orientated shear and dilatancy were 
greater than absolute values of those occur- 
ing at the negative shear, which were dif
ferences of the first-order decrease of the 
height and positive dilatancy.

Fig*2 represents tests results of two sam
ples with a low consolidation at the normal 
stress 1.12 kg/cm2, which exhibit a strong
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negative dilatancy predominating over effects 
of the orientated shear. Thus,both the posi- 
tive and negative shear are accompanied by a 
decrease in volume*

STRESS- STRAIN  RELATIONS

In this part of the paper»Boris Kamenov ana
lyses^ both the stress-strain relations of a 
sand in the course of the shear box tests 
with constant volume of the sample (¿h=0), 
and under standard conditions (zlĥ O). Pine 
to medium aluvial saturated Zbraslav sand of 
different initial density was tested. For 
comparison purposes standard shear box tests 
were carried out using identical sand under 
identical nornial load, density, shear velo
city, etc.

Fig.l Deformational curves of the positive 
and negative shear with a positive 
dilatancy

Fig.2 Curves representing effects of the 
positive and negative shear on low 
consolidated samples

Fig.3 Stress-strain curves of the shear box 
tests with constant and variable 
height of the sample

Fig.3 represents the comparison of both the 
standard and shear box tests with the con
stant volume of samples. This comparison 
shows the variability of the normal stress 
in the test with constant sample volume con
trasting with the standard test. This varia
bility is correlated with the volume changes 
in the standard test, which is illustrated 
in the lower part of the figure. The mobili
zation of the peak stress occurs later (dis
placement of about 5mm) in the case of the 
constant sample volume test than in the 
standard test (displacement of about 2.5mm). 
The same shear displacement (5mm) characteri
zes also the attainment of the residual 
strength of sand in the standard test.

Fig.4 compares the course of the stress and 
of the angle of internal friction in the 
shear box test with a constant sample volume 
with the standard test of loose and dense 
sand in dimensionless quantities. In the ca
se of standard test, when denotes the 
peak angle of internal friction, the course 
of the ratio of tg 0Vtg is well known.

» 6̂  = 2.12 kglcrn 
S' - 6Ï = Const 
n0 = 40.2 X

• 6'c - 2.12 kglcrn 
ah = 0 
n0 = 40.2 */

mm
SHEAR DISPLACEMENT /¡I
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The maximum value, i.>e. lf is attained soon
er in the case of a dense sample than in the 
case of a loose sample; also the post-peak 
drop is greater in the former case. Since 
the normal stress is constant during the 
whole test» the ratio 0/0f is characterized 
by a horizontal straight line.

Pig.4 A comparison of the results of shear 
box testa with: a)Loose sand,

b)Dense sand

In the case of a test with constant sample 
volume tg 0cy denotes the maximum value of 
the ratio of the shear and the normal stress
es. £he maximum value of the ratio of tg 0 / 

0cv is attained with approximately the 
same magnitude of the shearing displacement 
( approximately 1.5mm) in the case of both 
loose and dense samples» the peak dro;p being 
negligible. The course of XJVf and O'1/ £Tf 
(the index f denoting the maximum values of 
these stresses) is analogous in the case of 
a loose sample and a dense sample (with the 
exception of the initial part). The shape 
of both curves characterizing the dependence 
of stresses (t and O'1) on the shear displa
cement is identical*

Prom the practical viewpoint the peak shear 
stress is of the greatest importance out of 
the number of quantities measured in the 
test with the constant sample volume. This 
quantity is shown in Pig.5 together with the 
peak normal stress plotted against the ini
tial porosity of the sample. It can be seen 
that with the growing density of the sample, 
the shear stress is greatly increasing. This 
is in agreement with the relatively high va
lues of the skin friction of piles and pai^ 
ticularly of grouted anchors determined by 
loading tests. The ratio of both stresses 
Cf and Vft shown in Pig.5» is calculated 
from average values determined by graphic 
interpolation and remains constant, indepen
dent of the relative density of the medium. 
This is due to the fact that the course of 
the stress £Tf is entirely analogous with 
the course of the stress

• 0̂  = 1.13 kglcrn 
a ¡¡¿=1.63 kg I cm
• <£ = 2.13 kglcnf 
A 6'c - 4.60 kg I cm*

INITIAL POROSITY n0

Pig*5 Variations of peak stresses Of , Vf 
and stress ratio Of / tf with ini
tial porosity of samples

UNCONPINED COMPRESSIVE AND PENETRATION 
STRENGTH

The relationship between the unconfined com
pressive strength and the number of blows by 
the standard penetration test of soft CL 
clays has been studied by Lumir Pruska in a 
homogeneous fluvial deposit of the thickness 
22 to 30m. Fifty three penetration tests we
re carried out during wash-boring of 5 bore
holes. Samples taken from the split spoon 
sampler after penetration were used for labo
ratory determination of the unconfined com
pressive strength. A comparison of both the 
test results leads to the statement that 
there is no influence of the depth of pene
tration on the number of blows and that the
re is danger of overevaluation of the soil 
strength of soft clays twice to three times 
if the linear relationship roughly valid for 
the case of greater number of blows is ex
trapolated up to zero, see Pig.6.

Pig.6 Relationship between the standard pe
netration test and the unconfined 
compressive strength

SHEAR DISPLACEMENT Al
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